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Abstract 
Let M be a compact, connected, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold whose boundary is a torus. 
We announce that if two Dehn fillings create reducible manifold and toroidal manifold, then the 
maximal distance is three. 
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1. Introduction 
Let A4 be a compact, connected, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold whose boundary 
is a torus. A slope on aM is a aM-isotopy class of essential, unoriented, simple, closed 
curves. If ?r and y are two slopes on aM then n = A(T, y) will denote their minimal 
geometric intersection number. Let M(T) denote the manifold obtained from M by rr- 
Dehn filling, that is, by attaching a solid torus V, to M along aM so that the boundary 
of a meridian disk is identified with rr, and similarly for y. 
There are several results on A(T, y) for two distinct slopes rr and y on i3M. For 
instance, Gordon and Luecke [6] have shown that if both M(T) and M(y) are reducible, 
then n < 1, and Gordon [4] has shown that if M is a hyperbolic manifold (thus M 
contains no nonperipheral incompressible torus) such that each of M(T) and M(y) 
contains an incompressible torus, then A < 5 except for four specific manifolds M for 
which A = 6,7 or 8 is possible. An excellent exposition of the problems on Dehn filling 
on knots may be found in [3]. In this paper we will prove 
Theorem 1.1. If M is hyperbolic and M(T) is reducible while M(y) contains an in- 
compressible torus, then A(T, y) < 3. 
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As earlier results in the direction of Theorem 1.1, Gordon and Litherland [8] showed 
that A < 5. Recently Boyer and Zhang [ 1] have obtained the stronger result A < 4, and 
also found an example which realizes A = 3. So Theorem 1.1 is sharp. 
We prove Theorem 1.1 by contradiction. So assume that A(n, y) = 4. Let Q be a 
reducing sphere in M(r) which intersects V, in a family of meridianal disks. We choose 
Q so that Q = QnM has the minimal number, say 4, of boundary components. Similarly 
let ? be an incompressible torus in M(y) which intersects V, in a family of meridianal 
disks the number of which , say t, is minimal among all such tori. 
By an isotopy of Q, we may assume that Q and T intersect transversely, and Q n T 
has the minimal number of components. Then no circle component of Q n T bounds a 
disk in Q or T, and no arc of Q n T is boundary parallel in Q or T. Now we obtain a 
graph GQ in Q by taking Q n V, as its fat vertices and the arcs in Q fl T as its edges. 
Similarly we obtain the graph GT in ?. Note that each fat vertex of GQ (GT) intersects 
each fat vertex of GT (respectively GQ) exactly A = 4 times. Number the components 
of aQ 1,2,. . , q in sequence along aM, and similarly number the components of 8T 
1,2,. . , t. In this way each end of each edge of GQ (GT) has a label, namely the number 
of the corresponding fat vertex of GT (respectively GQ). We may travel around a fat 
vertex of GQ in some direction so that the labels appear in the order 1,. , t, . . . , 1, , t 
(repezted four times) and similarly for a fat vertex of GT. Assigning orientations to Q 
and T allows us to refer to + and - vertices of GQ (GT), according to the sign of its 
intersection with the core of V, (respectively VT). If two vertices have the same sign 
they are called parallel, otherwise antiparallel. 
The orientability of Q, T and M give us the following Parity rule: an edge connects 
parallel vertices on one graph if and only if it connects antiparallel vertices on the other. 
2. Definitions and lemmas 
In this section we define the concept of a Scharlemann cycle and a (lc) z-web, and 
also introduce several lemmas which are already presented in other articles. 
Let G be the graph GQ or GT, and x a label of G. An x-edge in G is an edge with 
label x at one endpoint. An x-edge cycle is a cycle C of x-edges of G such that all the 
vertices of G in C are parallel. An x-cycle is an x-edge cycle which can be oriented so 
that the tail of each edge has label x. A Scharlemann cycle is an x-cycle that bounds a 
disk face of G. Note that the labels of a Scharlemann cycle in G are a successive pair. A 
Scharlemann cycle with exactly two edges is called an S-cycle. Note that by construction, 
G has no face with only one edge. 
A (/c) x-web is a connected subgraph C of GQ such that all the edges of C are x- 
edges, all the vertices of C are parallel, and all but possibly k edges with label x at the 
vertices of C connect them to the vertices of C. Such exceptional edges are called ghost 
edges, and their endpoints in C are called ghost vertices. A great (k) x-web satisfies the 
additional condition that there is a component U of Q - C such that all the vertices of 
GQ in Q - U have the same sign. Note that an x-web as defined in [6] is a (1) x-web. 
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Lemma 2.1. q > 3 and t 3 3. 
Proof. The fact that q 3 3 follows from [ 1, Lemma 2.31 and t > 3 from the two lemmas 
in [ 1, Section 41. 0 
The following lemma is obtained from the argument of [6, Lemma 2.11. 
Lemma 2.2. If GQ (GT) contains a Scharlemann cycle then T (respectively Q) must be 
separating, and t (respectively q) is even. 
Lemma 2.3 [2, Corollary 2.6.71. If GQ has more than t/2 mutually parallel edges con- 
necting parallel vertices of GQ, then two of these edges form an S-cycle of GQ, and 
similarly for GT. 
Indeed, if GQ has t/2+2 such mutually parallel edges, then these contain two S-cycles 
by the argument of [ 1, Lemma 2. lo]. 
We have the following lemma from the argument of [8, Proposition 1.31. 
Lemma 2.4. GT cannot have q mutually parallel edges. 
Lemma 2.5 [7, Lemma 3.11. The edges of a Scharlemann cycle in GQ cannot lie in a 
disk in ?. 
Lemma 2.6 ([7, Theorem 3.51 and [l, Lemma 2.91). There can be at most two S-cycles 
of GQ on disjoint label pairs. Furthermore, if there are two S-cycles on disjoint label 
pairs, then they both lie on the same side of ?. 
Lemma 2.7. If t 3 3, then GQ cannot have more than t/2 + 2 mutually parallel edges 
connecting parallel vertices of GQ. Furthermore, if t E 2 (mod 4), then GQ cannot have 
t/2 t_ 2 mutually parallel edges connecting parallel vertices of GQ. 
Proof. Lemma 2.11 in [l] shows the first part. Suppose GQ contains t/2 + 2 such edges. 
Then Lemma 2.10 in [l] implies that this family of edges contains two S-cycles with 
disjoint label pairs whose faces lie on different sides of T^, contradicting Lemma 2.6. 0 
3. Main argument 
In this section we prove the analog of [6, Proposition 3.11. We assume familiarity with 
the terminology of [5, Section 2.11. However here we have the stronger hypothesis that 
A = 4, (compare with A = 1 in [5], and A = 2 in [6]). The appropriate generalization 
of terminology for this section is discussed in [6]. In the statement of Proposition 3.1 we 
apply (k) - b x we s instead of x-cycles or x-webs which are used in [5] or [6], respectively. 
Let C be a (k) x-web in GQ and U be a component of 6 - C. Then 0 - U is called a 
disk bounded by C. 
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Proposition 3.1. Let D be a disk in 0 that is either the complement of a small open 
disk disjoint from GQ or a disk hounded by a (k) x-web, C. Let L be the vertices of 
GQ-C in intD. Th en either GQ contuins a greut (kc) x-web, or for all L-types, r, there 
are at least kt faces of GT(L) representing r. 
The proof of Proposition 3.1 will use the followin g lemma which is the analog in the 
context of [5, Lemma 2.5. I] and [6, Theorem 2.51. 
Lemma 3.1. Let L be a subset qf { I, 2, , q} crirh IL1 3 2. Let T be a nontrivial 
L-type. Let 7 be a star with L(T) = L and [7-j = r. Suppose further that 
(i) all elements of C(7) huve the same parity; 
(ii) all elements of A(T) have the same pari3; 
(iii) GT(L) has fewer than kt faces representing I-. 
Then there is a (k) x-web C in GQ such that the set of vertices of C is a subset of either 
C(7) or A(T). 
Proof. Let T be the number of disk faces of’ G,r(L) representing T. A switch-edge 
is an edge of r(7) whose endpoints are both in C(7) or both in A(7). Let s be 
the number of switch-edges of r(7). Let S bc the number of switches around 7, so 
S = 4(IC(7)/ + IA(T = SIC(T)/ # 0. Let % = S/2 - I. 
The proof of [5, Lemma 2.3.21 gives that 7’ -t s 3 it. This gives the inequality s 3 
(41C(7)1-l)t-r > 4lC(‘T)lt-(k+I)t. H encc there are more than (4IC(7)j-Ic- l)t/2 
edges of GT(L) all of whose endpoints are in C(7), say. Therefore there are more than 
(4jC(7)I - k - 1)t clockwise switches in r(7)’ which are incident to switch-edges. 
In particular there exists a vertex x of r(7)” such that all but possibly k clockwise 
switches of z are incident to clockwise switch-edges. Thus in GQ all but possibly h- 
edges with label 5 at the vertices in C(7) connect them to vertices in C(7). Now 
consider the subgraph of GQ with vertices C(7) and edges the remaining z-edges. A 
connected component of this subgraph is a (k) z-web. 0 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let C be the (k) z-web in the hypothesis of the proposition, 
or, in the first case of the hypothesis, Ict C = B. The proof is by induction on [LI. When 
JL( = 0, C is a great (k):r-web. WC shall assume (Ll 3 I. Let 7 be an L-type. There 
are two cases, (1) and (2). 
(1) 7 is trivial. A disk face of GT(L) re resents the trivial type if and only if all the p‘ 
vertices of GT to which it is incident are parallel. Let J c L be the set of vertices of 
opposite sign to those of C (or if C = 8, let J be the nonempty set of all vertices of 
GQ of some sign). If J = 0 then C is a great (k) z-web. So assume IJI > 1. 
We then have the following two subcases, (a) and (b). 
(a) Suppose that for each vertex y of GT there are edges el (y), ez(y), , ek+l (y) 
of GT incident to y, and whose labels at y belong to J, such that el (y), . , ek+l (y) 
connect y to parallel vertices. 
Let A be the subgraph of GT consisting of the vertices of GT along with the edges 
{el (y), . . , ek+l (y) 1 y a vertex of GT}. The parity rule guarantees that e,(w) # ej (z) 
unless w = z, i = j. Thus A has (k + 1)t edges. An Euler characteristic count gives 
o=t-(k+l)t+ c X(F). 
F face of A 
Thus the number of disk faces of il is at least Ict. But any face of GT(L) contained in a 
disk face of A is a disk face of GT(L) incident to only parallel vertices of GT(L). Each 
such face represents the trivial L-type. 
(b) If the supposition in (a) fails, then there is a vertex y of GT such that at most k: 
edges incident to y with labels in J connect y to parallel vertices. 
The proof of this part is similar to that of subcase (b) of the trivial case of [6, Propo- 
sition 3.11, but here we allow possibly k exceptional edges (instead of one) to construct 
a (Ic) y-web in intD. 
(2) 7 is nontrivial. Since 7 is nontrivial, IL1 3 2. Then the proof proceeds exactly as in 
the proof of the nontrivial case of [6, Proposition 3.11 except that we appeal to the index 
count given by Lemma 3.2 instead of [6, Theorem 2.51 to get the stronger conclusion of 
the proposition. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1. 0 
Proposition 3.1 works for any lc, but k = 3 is good enough to prove our main theorem. 
So consider k = 3. Now Theorem 1 .I is broken into two cases, which will be carried 
out in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. In Section 6 we handle the exceptional case t = 4 
in both Sections 4 and 5. 
4. A great (3) x-web in GQ 
We hereafter assume that t 3 3, by Lemma 2.1. Within a great (3) z-web in GQ we 
now show that one always finds too many Scharlemann cycles incident to a certain vertex 
in GQ. As some part of the argument in the case t = 4 is quite different, we handle it 
separately in Section 6. 
For a graph r, the reduced graph r of r is defined to be the graph obtained from r 
by amalgamating each family of mutually parallel edges of r to a single edge. 
Theorem 4.1. GQ cannot contain a great (3) x-web. 
Proof. Assume for contradiction that there is a great (3) x-web C in GQ. We may assume 
that C has no separating edge, for if e is an edge of C such that C-e has two components 
then one of them is also a great (3) x-web. Clearly C contains a great x-cycle. Therefore 
by [2, Lemma 2.6.21, G$ contains a Scharlemann cycle. By Lemma 2.2 T must be 
separating, and so t is even. Let U be a component of Q ~ C such that all the vertices 
of GQ in G - U have the same sign. Let rQ be the subgraph GQ - U of GQ. Suppose - 
that U is an n-gon, i.e., rQ has n boundary vertices. Let v, e and f be the number of 
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vertices, edges and faces of rQ in &?. Since each face of z is a disk with at least 3 
sides, we have 2e 3 3(f - I) + n. Thus 
Hence we get 2(e + n + 3) < 6~. Now there are two cases. - 
(1) SOme interior Vertex y Of rQ has ValenCy at most 5. 
There are 4t edges in GQ which are incident to y and connect y to parallel vertices. 
By Lemma 2.7, 4t < 5(t/2 + 2), i.e., t < 7 and t # 6. Thus t = 4. This will be ruled 
out in Section 6 (Lemma 6.1). 
(2) All interior vertices of rQ have valency at least 6. - 
Suppose some boundary vertex y of TQ which is not a ghost vertex has valency at 
most 3. Then at least 3t + 1 edges incident to y in GQ connect y to parallel vertices. 
Again 3t + 1 < 3(t/2 + 2) by Lemma 2.7. Thus t < 3, a contradiction. Therefore all - 
boundary vertices of rQ which are not ghost vertices have valency at least 4. Similarly - 
each boundary vertex of rQ which is a ghost vertex with one or two ghost edges has - 
valency at least 3 or 2, respectively. Since rQ has at most 3 ghost edges, we get the 
following inequality: 
6v = 6(v - n) + 4(n - 3) + 9 + 2n + 3 < 2e + 2n + 3. 
This gives a contradiction to the previous inequality: 2(e + n + 3) < 6~. q 
5. Representing types 
The main goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.1. Mostly we follow the argument 
[6, Sections 4-61. However, before using this argument, we need to find a Scharlemann 
cycle in GT as in [6, Lemma 4.11. Again the case t = 4 is handled separately in Section 6. 
We begin with the following 
Lemma 5.1. GT contains a Scharlemann cycle. 
Proof. We distinguish two cases, (1) and (2). 
(1) Suppose that there is a vertex n: of GQ such that for all labels y at least 2 edges 
incident to z at y connect n: to antiparallel vertices. 
In GT this means that there is a label x such that for all vertices y at least 2 edges 
incident to y at z connect y to parallel vertices. Let ill be the subgraph of GT such 
that AT has the same vertices as GT and the edges of AT consist of all x-edges which 
connect parallel vertices. Suppose the number of edges of AT is 2ttn where 0 6 n 6 2t, 
because of the parity rule. An Euler characteristic count gives 
c X(F) = t +n. 
F face of AT 
We may assume that not all vertices are parallel, for otherwise GT contains a great 
x-cycle and so a Scharlemann cycle. Thus AT contains a face which is not a disk. Hence 
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Fig. 1. 
the number of faces of AT is greater than t + n. If AT does not contain any bigonal or 
3-gonal disk faces, then it contains more than 2(t + n) edges, a contradiction. Therefore 
/iT contains an x-edge cycle in GT bounding a disk D c ? with at most 3 sides such 
that intD contains no vertices of GT. By Case (1) of the proof of [6, Lemma 2.21, GT 
contains a Scharlemann cycle. 
(2) As the negation of (l), suppose that for each vertex z of GQ there is a label y(z) 
such that at least 3 edges incident to x at y(z) connect z to parallel vertices. 
Let rQ be an innermost connected component of the subgraph which is obtained from 
GQ by deleting all edges connecting antiparallel vertices and all separating families of 
mutually parallel edges. Without loss of generality, we assume that in rQ, every vertex, 
except possibly one, called a ghost vertex, which is an endpoint of a separating family 
of mutually parallel edges, has valency at least 2t + 1. Then rQ here is very similar to 
the graph TQ described in Section 4. Clearly rQ contains a Scharlemann cycle, so t is 
even by Lemma 2.2. The same argument as the case (1) of the proof of Theorem 4.1 
guarantees that there is no interior vertex of rQ of valency at most 5 in rQ, and the 
two inequalities in the case (2) of the proof of Theorem 4.1 guarantees that there is a 
boundary vertex, y, of rQ which is not a ghost vertex and has valency at most 3 in rQ 
(here rQ has at most one ghost vertex). By using Lemma 2.7 twice, 2t + 1 < 3(t/2 + 2), 
i.e., t < 10 and t # 6 or 10. Thus t = 4 or 8. The case t = 4 will be ruled out in 
Section 6 (Lemma 6.2). For the case t = 8, there are only two kinds of possibilities, as 
shown in Fig. 1 (shaded regions indicate Scharlemann cycles). Lemma 2.6 shows that 
both cases are impossible, completing the proof. 0 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Using Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 4.1, we are able to conclude 
that for all { 1, , q}-types, 7, there are more than 2t faces of GT representing 7. Recall 
that GT contains a Scharlemann cycle and 8 is essential in M(r). Now we apply the 
same arguments in the context of [6, Sections 4-61, except that in [6], A = 2 and there 
are more than p (the number of boundary components of the other planar surface P) 
faces representing each type. In our case A = 4 but we have also more than 2t faces 
representing each type. In [6, Section 51 it is shown that there are a vertex 2, of GQ and 
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certain face types such that each face of GT representing such a type contains an edge 
that, as an edge in GQ, is incident to u. This gives rise to too many edges in GQ incident 
to V, giving a final contradiction. 0 
6. The case t = 4 
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 by dealing with the special case 
t = 4. Our goal is to prove the following two lemmas, which complete the proofs of 
Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 5.1, respectively. 
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that t = 4 and T separates M(y). Let r be a subgraph of GQ. 
Then r cannot contain a vertex y such that there are 16 edges of r incident to y which 
connect y to parallel vertices and such that y has valency at most 5 in the reduced 
graph F. 
Proof. Suppose I? does contain such a vertex y. By the argument of Lemma 2.3, a family 
of 3 (respectively 4) mutually parallel edges connecting parallel vertices contain exactly 
1 (respectively 2) S-cycles in GQ. Also, r cannot have more than 4 mutually parallel 
edges connecting parallel vertices. Thus at least 6 S-cycles are incident to the vertex y. 
First of all, we will show that in GT, of the four y-edges incident to vertex 1, two 
consecutive edges connect 1 to 2 and the other two consecutive edges connect 1 to 4. 
Assume that there are three y-edges incident to 1 at y connecting 1 to 2 (or 4). Then 
at most one (4, 1) S-cycle and no {3,4} S-cycle are incident to y in GQ because in 
GT three y-edges incident to 1 at y cannot be parallel by Lemma 2.4. So there are at 
least five { 1,2} or {2,3} S-cycles incident to y. This implies that there are five y-edges 
incident to 2 at y in GT, contradicting n = 4. Thus two of the four y-edges incident to 
1 connect 1 to 2 and the other two connect 1 to 4. Similarly we get the same result for 
the vertices 2, 3 and 4. 
Now assume that two opposite edges of these four y-edges connect 1 to 2. These two 
edges cannot bound a disk on 3T because if they bound a disk, then one of the other 
two y-edges connecting 1 to 4 lies inside the disk and the other lies outside the disk, a 
contradiction. So we get Fig. 2. 
Thus two opposite edges among the four y-edges incident to 2 at y connect 2 to 1 
and the others connect 2 to 3, because if not, two of those four y-edges must be parallel, 
contradicting Lemma 2.4. Similarly we get the same result for the vertices 3 and 4. Here 
two opposite y-edges incident to 1 at y in GT are two opposite l-edges incident to y at 
1 in GQ because both boundary circles of vertices 1 in GT and y in GQ are essential, 
simple, closed curves on 8 M. Also some 4 of the 16 edges incident to y must be parallel. 
Thus we get Fig. 3 without loss of generality. 
Since all edges connect parallel vertices, no pair of edges immediately on either side 
of a dotted line can be parallel. Also the four edges indicated by a (similarly b) cannot 
be mutually parallel because they cannot contain two S-cycles. Thus y has valency at 
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least 6 in the reduced graph 7, contradicting our hypothesis. Thus in GT, of the four 
y-edges incident to vertex 1, two consecutive edges connect 1 to 2 and the other two 
consecutive edges connect 1 to 4. Similarly for vertices 2, 3 and 4. 
Without loss of generality there are at least two { 1,2} S-cycles, one {3,4} S-cycle 
and one (4, 1) S-cycle. Since no S-cycle bounds a disk in aT by Lemma 2.5, we get 
Fig. 4. Since two y-edges incident to 2 at y and connecting 2 to 3 cannot be parallel, 
we get a shaded disk region B shown in Fig. 4. Also the two y-edges incident to 1 at v 
connecting 1 to 4 lie on an annulus A as shown in Fig. 4. Here the two y-edges incident 
to 4 at y connecting 4 to 1 cannot lie on the disk B. Thus both must lie on the annulus 
A. So there is a (4, 1) S-cycle which lies on the annulus A. Finally we have two { 1,2} 
and (4, l} S-cycles, as shown in Fig. 5. 
Let A’ be the annulus bounded by these two S-cycles in GT, shown shaded in Fig. 5. 
Let Mi be the Mobius band obtained from the disk bounded by a { 1,2} S-cycle in GQ 
by connecting two edges lying on aM through aM without touching (4, 1) S-cycle on 
vertex 1 of GT. Similarly define M2 using a (4, l} S-cycle. If we slightly move the core 
of aM into M in the direction shown in Fig. 5, then it does not meet 111, and Mz and 
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meets A’ in a point. Thus it intersects the Klein bottle, Ml U iw, U A’, in a point and so 
it intersects the incompressible torus which is the boundary of the neighborhood of the 
Klein bottle only in two points, contradicting Lemma 2.1. 0 
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that t = 4. Then GT contains a Scharlemann cycle. 
Proof. To obtain a contradiction, we shall suppose that GT does not contain a Scharle- 
mann cycle. This proof follows the argument in the proof of Lemma 5.1, especially case 
(2). Recall the subgraph rQ and the boundary vertex y of rQ which is not a ghost vertex 
and has valency at least 9 in rQ and at most 3 in TQ. 
If y has valency more than 12 in rQ, there are more than four mutually parallel edges 
incident to y because y has valency at most three in TQ, giving a contradiction. Similarly 
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if r~ has valency 12, the remark after Lemma 2.3 implies that there are, say, three { 1,2} 
S-cycles and three {3,4} S-cycles incident to y. This contradicts the first part of the 
proof of the cIaim of Lemma 6.1. 
Thus y has valency 8 + i (i = 1, 2, or 3) in TQ, i.e., in GQ y has 8 - i edges 
connecting antiparallel vertices incident to y at labels 1,2,3,4, 1, ,4 - i, say. Assume 
i = 3. Each of the set of three y-edges incident to 1 and 3 and the set of two y-edges 
incident to 2 and 4 cannot lie on a disk in T^ by the first assumption and Lemma 2.4. We 
therefore get essentially two possible configurations for each pair of vertices as shown 
in Fig. 6. Removing A and B from T gives a pair of annuli (see Fig. 6). Since at most 
two S-cycles incident to y in GQ occur in each of these annuli (if not, GT contains an 
S-cycle or q mutually parallel edges), GQ contains at most four S-cycles incident to y, 
contradicting Lemma 2.3. 
Thus i = 1 or 2. As in the case of three y-edges incident to 1 and 3, the situation of 
three y-edges incident to 2 and 4 is as illustrated in Figs. 6(at) or 6(a2). Since the other 
three y-edges incident to 4 connect antiparallel vertices and lie in an annulus in T^, all 
cannot connect 4 to 1 (similarly 3). Thus it is easy to see that the configuration of the 
three y-edges incident to 1 and 3 must be of type (a2) in Fig. 6. 
If i = 1, there is one more y-edge incident to three connecting parallel vertices in GT. 
So we must have a y-edge connecting 3 to itself. This implies that there is no pair of 
edges, one of which connects 4 to 1 and the other 4 to 3, a contradiction. 
Finally, suppose i = 2. Here we have three y-edges incident to 3 with the same condi- 
tion as described in the case of vertex 4. Thus both pairs are of type (a2). By considering 
the reduced graph GT carefully we see that it must be as in Fig. 7. Hence vertex 3 has 
valency 5 in GT and two families of these parallel edges connect parallel vertices. By 
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, vertex 3 has valency less than 4q in GT, a contradiction. 0 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is now complete 
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